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Abstract
The Group Method as identified in IS-41 standard was modified in this study to be dual group system to identify the optimal group size and
to cope with the location tracking problem of the wireless system. The Group Method can effectively reduce the loading of the network
caused by tracking mobile users in a mobile cellular system because it joins several cells to form a group. Instead of performing registration
and deregistration for each individual in cell, the Group Method performs these tasks on a group scale. Moreover, the Dual Group Method
saves network resources because it eliminates unnecessary location updates due to its fewer group boundary passes.
This study also evaluates the cost ratios between the Basic Method and the Group Method. The effectiveness of this scheme is illustrated in
the following two examples. First, the Group Method offers a saving about 40% of network resources (a reducing rate of 0.589) when the
Call-to-Mobility Ratio (CMR) (R. Jain, Y.-B. Lin, C. Lo, S. Mohan, Proc. INFOCOM’95, (1995) 481–489; IEEE J. Select. Areas Commun.,
12(8), (1994)), and the cost of message transmission/cost of database transaction (TDCR) is equal to 0.2. Second, about 15% of system
resources are saved (a reducing rate is 0.847); when the CMR is equal to 0.5 and the TDCR is equal to 0.4. Results in this study demonstrate
that the Group Method yields significant benefits in terms of reducing rate and that the Dual Group system is more beneficial. q 2000 Elsevier
Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction and problem description
Personal Communication Service (PCS), Cellular Mobile
Radio Telephone Systems, and Mobile Cellular Networks
must track and record the location of mobile users because
the respective systems serve such large number of mobile
users. The basic design of these network systems consists of
a wired backbone network and wireless mobile units. A base
station (BS) manages the network resources and channels in
a cell. The area that a particular BS can control is called as
Registration Area (RA). Tracking of the mobile user is very
important since the mobile users roam around the network.
The movement of every mobile unit is noted in the registration records in the Visit Location Register (VLR) of the
corresponding RA as well as Home Location Register
(HLR) database. For example, IS-41 is a well-defined tool
for managing location update and mobile tracking within
wireless system and has been applied in famous AMPS
cellular phone system. In IS-41 standard RA might consist
of one or more cells, it performs roaming management by a
hierarchical database structure (HLR and VLR). Each RA
has a VLR to record the mobile.
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The location databases (VLR, HLR) must be updated for
tracking the mobile users while the mobile units change
their RAs. These database transactions, also called as registration and deregistration, are referred to as update in this
study. Obviously, the system cannot easily locate the mobile
user when the registration and deregistration are avoided.
On the other hand, it is uneconomical to keep updating the
location record of mobile users that move from cell to cell
without being called frequently since these update actions
tax the system.
Many researchers have studied the possibility of reducing
the network load caused by tracking mobile users. The strategies considered have included no Update, Update while
entering another cell (Basic Method) [3,4], Update while
entering reporting cell [1], Distance-based Update [2],
Movement-based Update [2], Time-based Update [2], and
Forward Pointer strategy [3,5].
The “no Update” strategy never updates the mobile user
location and the system has to search over the entire
network to detect a specific mobile user. This is not efficient
because of the notably long call setup delay involved. The
widely implemented Basic Method carries out update tasks
while the mobile unit is crossing the cell boundary.
Although there is no requirement of searching for the
mobile user, the databases must be probed to get the address
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Fig. 1. A 3 × 3 group.

of the called party. The update of every motion of the
mobile stations is expensive and needless for a mobile
unit that is often moving but infrequently called. The
Reporting cell strategy selects a cell to act as a reporting
cell and the update tasks are completed while the mobile
user is entering the reporting cell. The major disadvantages
of the reporting cell strategy are: difficulty in choosing a
reporting cell [1], which is a NP-hard problem, and the
search for a mobile user has a network wide range. The
essential ideas behind Distance-based Update, Movementbased Update, and Time-based Update are very similar; i.e.
these strategies perform update tasks while the magnitudes
of movement, distance, or time is over a threshold. The
superiority of these magnitude-based strategies is that they
are easily implemented. However, the weakness of these
strategies is that the searching range is also network-wide.
The Forward Pointer Strategy sets a forwarding pointer
from old RA to new RA instead of updating the location
databases. Although this system is low-cost and does not
involve searching a mobile user network wide, redundant
forward pointer setting still occurs. In addition, the longer
the pointer chain, the longer is the call setup delay.
The Group Method performs the update tasks while the
mobile unit is crossing the boundary of group. Hence, the
cost of update is saved within a group since this scheme
allows the mobile unit to cross the cell boundary without
updating. Additionally, the restricted group wide paging
scope offers an advantage over the magnitude-based update
strategies.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
provides a description of the Group Method, and the Dual
Group System. Section 3 presents a system performance
evaluation. Section 4 consists of discussion of the other
related issues. The concluding remarks are finally given in
Section 5.

2. The grouping method
The Group Method divides all the cells into groups as
depicted in Fig. 1. The Group
pMethod reduces the boundary
crossing rate to g N  4 N 2 1=3N of the original rate

if a group consists of N cells. The number of group boundary
edges is equal to 22 and the total number of cell edges is
equal to 54 6 × 9 when N  9 (as shown in Fig. 1). Therefore, about 40% of the update activities can be saved since
the rate of crossing boundary is decreased to 22/54 of the
original one. The Group Method performs update tasks only
while the mobile unit enters another group. The system has
to search for the mobile user only within the group whenever a mobile user is called. Thus, although the frequency of
expensive update activities is reduced considerably since
the system performs update tasks only while mobile units
cross the group boundary. However, the searching activities
are more difficult to accomplish. In fact, this method
achieves a tradeoff between the frequency of update activities and frequency of searching activities.
The Group Method is simpler and more effective than the
reporting cell, distance-base, time-based, and movementbased strategies because it does not need to arrange reporting cell (a NP-hard problem), and it restricts the searching
scope within a group.
The system can provide two cell IDs to every cell to avoid
the group boundary crossing frequently. Moreover, two
group systems co-exist and the handset can decide which
group system is suitable because each cell belongs to two
overlay groups as illustrated Fig. 3. A handset can switch its
group system, if the number of crossing the group boundary
is higher than a predefined threshold. As shown in Fig. 7, we
can see that with this strategy, the frequency of crossing the
group boundary is further reduced to 1/11 of the original
one.
The GroupFind and GroupUpdate algorithms based on
the BasicFind and BasicMove algorithms [3] are as follows.
GroupFind()
{
Call to PCS user is detected at local switch;
if the called party is in the same RA then return;
switch queries called party HLR;
HLR queries called party current VLR, V;
VLR V returns called party location to HLR;
HLR returns location to the calling switch;
if (the called party is found) return;
else search the remaining N 2 1 cells for the called
party;
}
GroupUpdate()
{
The mobile terminal detects that it is in a new Group;
The mobile terminal sends a registration message to the
new VLR;
The new VLR sends a registration message to the user
HLR;
The HLR sends a registration cancellation message to
the old VLR;
The old VLR sends a cancellation confirmation
message to the HLR;

